Malaysia insurance company Etiqa has not only selected FIS® Insurance Risk Suite (formerly Prophet) to improve its actuarial modeling and risk management operation, but also made it a key part of a top university training course in actuarial science.

As well as recognizing the strength of Insurance Risk Suite’s advanced model development tools, production environment and data management platform, Etiqa was impressed by its global market presence and popularity, unrivaled set of actuarial libraries and expert implementation and support teams.

So, the insurer did not hesitate in recommending the solution to its actuarial education partner Heriot-Watt University Malaysia, which needed state-of-the-art technology to help teach its actuarial science students.

Accredited by the U.K. actuarial profession, Heriot-Watt’s BSc Honors Degree in actuarial science is delivered through a combination of lectures, tutorials and project work. By training with Insurance Risk Suite, final-year students will learn how to solve real-world business problems with actuarial software. And ultimately, they can help meet the demand for more actuaries in Malaysia’s growing insurance industry.

For more information, please contact us at getinfo@fisglobal.com.

“We are delighted to partner with Etiqa and FIS on the development of actuarial talent in Malaysia. Used for many years by leading insurers around the world, Insurance Risk Suite will soon play a key role in training Malaysia’s next generation of actuaries. Our professors look forward to working with the FIS solution.”

- Dr. Huei Ching Soo, Associate Professor from School of Mathematical and Computer Sciences of Heriot-Watt University Malaysia